Abstract—This program aimed to build and stabilize knowledge, understanding, and skill of volleyball coaches in applying volleyball information system (VIS) based volleyball playing performance assessment program. As much as 40 volleyball coaches were participated in this program that were spread in 24 Cities or Districts in West Java. The outcomes of this program were; (1) Instrument model which could be applied by volleyball coaches to measure athlete’s capability when facing VIS based competition; (2) Coaches who have knowledge, understanding, and skill in analysing athlete’s performance while playing with VIS based performance assessment program; (3) Coaches who have knowledge, understanding, and skill in interpreting data of VIS based performance assessment for this could be a good feedback for the athlete’s performance. After holding training, the results showed that in general, coaches got enlightenment about assessment process while playing volleyball using VIS software. About 60% of the participants had not known about VIS based assessment process and the rest 40% of the participants had known the VIS based assessment process yet still not able to apply it with VIS software. Therefore, the conclusion of this submission program was that it gave affect positively on the knowledge and understanding of the coaches in assessing the athletes’ skills while playing. Thus, it is expected to having the ability to analyse the data from assessment to become a meaningful feedback for every student, athlete, and even for coach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Volleyball game is one of the physical activities that is included in game and sports activities [1]. Therefore, volleyball game becomes one of the sports that popular among the society. This is proved with the many volleyball sports clubs that are established as a process of development and production of volleyball athletes in the long run. One barometer that can be made as a reference is Bandung city, where a number of 11 coaching clubs are recorded in PBVSI and they do coaching and producing volleyball athlete.

Coaching factor becomes very crucial and should be a concern for every administrator in sports field to get high achievement, which is considered a challenge in national sports field [2]. This means that when the right coaching systems have been done very well, then great achievement awaits. One of the very basic things in an attempt to fix sports coaching, especially volleyball, is the role and ability of a coach during the training process and also the competition.

A test and measurement in coaching process becomes another important indicator. This is supported by Morrow, et al, who stated that measuring sports skills and motoric abilities are the fundamental aspects from measuring someone’s appearance [3]. Thus, the very important thing is that how the coach’s ability in conducting test, measuring, and evaluating his athlete, and then this could be a reflection or feedback for both of the athlete and the coach during coaching process. On the other side, the coach’s comprehension of the test instrument which will be used in measuring process should be in line with the needs. Also, on the practical level, coaches pay less attention on the test and measurement that causing the coach to not having enough feedback for the athletes’ weaknesses and strengths.

An instrument that can be applied by coach to measure or assess performance in volleyball sports is Volleyball Information System (VIS), developed by FIVB in 2005. The instrument is a program completing a match which involves statistics of each player and team. The main purpose of VIS is to inform national and international media of statistics results of team and individual matches [4]. Besides, the result of a research and development done by Yudiana, Hidayat, Slamet & Hambali, was an assessment instrument of performance which was a modification of the VIS FIVB instrument [5]. The instrument was expected to be able to apply for assessing the athlete’s ability when playing volleyball during the practicing process or during competition.

In the point of view of measurement of movement skills mastery, there are two main objectives orientation, which are measuring the quality of hit and quality of movement. The test made for measuring the results of quality of hit included as
“Accuracy-Based Test” objective type of test, while the test oriented toward quality of movement is “Subjective Rating Test” [3]. Both of these types of tests are categorized as performance test [6]. This is clearly pointed by Morrow, et. al. who stated that the measurement of sports skill and motoric skill is one of the fundamental aspects from a person’s performance measurement [3]. Thus, to conduct a measurement in sports, a reliable instrument or measuring tool are important to measure that needs to be measured, whether it is test or non-test.

In order for a coach to have the knowledge about VIS, then it is necessary to have education and training on that. That is why, this study was conducted to know the initial knowledge and to provide education and training to develop knowledge and competence of VIS.

II. VIS (VOLLEYBALL INFORMATION SYSTEM)

VIS (volleyball information system) is a program to complete a competition that includes statistics of each individual and team [4]. The VIS based instrument has six assessment criteria, that are, evaluation of the attack, evaluation of the block, evaluation of the serve, evaluation of the dig, evaluation of the set, and evaluation of the service reception [7]. The six criteria are based on the criteria of volleyball game which is based on the VIS software. Besides, the scoring technique of VIS instrument is using checklist technique with three categories of the quality of hit; success, fault, and attempt [4,7]. The success category will be given when the player is not successfully done the hit technique, fault category will be given when the player is not successful or is spiking when performing hit technique, lastly, the attempt will be given to the player when he successfully perform the hit and block the opponents to add more points to his team [4,7]. The main purpose of VIS is that to inform the national and international media to the statistics of the individual or team competition. Below is the structure of VIS assessment, pictured on a diagram.

[Diagram of VIS Volleyball Information System]

Fig. 1. FIVB volleyball information system.

III. METHOD

The methodology approach applied in this submission program referred to the psychology competence training program developed by Weinberg & Gould, which included three stages; preparation, implementation (education, practice, and evaluation), and follow-up [8]. This approach was used before by Hidayat, et. al. [9]. Mixed method (theory and practice) was the method used in the series of activities in the implementation stage. Theory method was conducted by face-to-face meeting like lecture, question and answer, and discussion. Whilst the practice method was in a form of VIS based simulation of performance assessment program, whether in the form of software or manual. The following are the stages of VIS Program Training, presented in detail.

A. Preparation Stage

The preparation stage is the initial stage before education and training are given. This stage consists of three main steps, which are: (1) The development of work reference, (2) The development of work success instrument, (3) Licensing management administration and the main interviewees [9].

B. Implementation Stage

Implementation stage is a stage of education, practice, and evaluation. The main purpose of this stage is to give knowledge, understanding, awareness, and skills to coaches about the concept of VIS based volleyball performance assessment program. This event was held on 18 – 19 August 2019, in the Faculty of Sports and Fitness Education and Gymnasium of Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia. This education and training program was expected to be able to build coaches’ commitment to run the VIS program. Series of activities in this implementation stage are face-to-face session in class, workshop/simulation, program trial, and written and practiced evaluation. Stages in the implementation stage would be explained further more on the discussion.

C. Evaluation

Evaluation means assessing the success of the activity using the measurement based on mastery of cognition and practice of preparing and implementing programs in the field. Evaluation on cognition would be done twice, that was before the pre-test, and at the end of the fourth day. The dimensions of the measured aspects of cognition include aspects of knowledge, understanding, and application. The three aspects were then developed into 20 multiple choices questions, which were accommodated from materials given during the event.

The practice evaluation was given in the form of assessment from relevant mentor who has the capability of understanding and practicing VIS based assessment program using computer or manually. The assessment was done while the participants did the VIS based program trial and assessment implementation when observing the players.

IV. RESULT

According to the discussion on previous chapter, the targets of this community submission program were; (1) Instrument model which could be applied by volleyball coaches to measure athlete’s capability when facing VIS based competition; (2) Coaches who have knowledge, understanding, and skill in analysing athlete’s performance while playing with VIS based performance assessment program. Next, those two achievements were obtained based on evaluation cognition, while the practice of implementing the VIS assessment program was obtained based on the ability in understanding and practicing VIS based assessment program using computer or just manually when the participants did program trial and the...
The results obtained were that the analysis result of cognitive score pre-test was 44,28 and post-test was 72,7 on average, with the development of percentage average of 67,9%. Meanwhile, the average of practice score was 82,35. The evaluation results in general were that the training had been held, the coaches got enlightened about the process of assessment while playing volleyball using VIS software. As much as 40% participants had not known about the VIS based assessment, and the rest 60% of the participants had known about the VIS based assessment but still could not implementing it using VIS software. Therefore, this program gave a quite significant impact towards education and ability in implementing VIS program using computer application or just did it manually.

V. IMPLICATION

The implication is where the VIS based assessment program is implemented in learning or training in a club or school for six two 12 meetings. This is intended to implement the coaches’ knowledge after doing the activity. Hopefully it can be implemented when they are coaching players. Therefore, after holding programs in the clubs or schools, every participant was obligated to make a report during the execution in the clubs by making analysis of strengths and weaknesses in implementing VIS program.

This implication will be implemented by the participants in club or school. That is why, after finished practicing, the main expectation is that the target mentioned in the achievement of community submission is achieved, that is the production of volleyball coaches who have knowledge, understanding, and skills in analysing the players while playing with VIS based performance assessment program and also the production of coaches who have knowledge, understanding, and skills in interpreting data from VIS based analysis results.

VI. CONCLUSION

The result after holding training was that in general, the coaches got enlightened about the assessment process while playing volleyball using VIS software. As much as 40% participants had not known about the VIS based assessment process at all, and the rest of them (60%) had known about the VIS based assessment process but still not know how to apply with the support form VIS software. That is why, to sum up, this submission program affected positively on the knowledge and understanding of coaches in assessing the players’ ability while playing that the expected main achievement was that the ability to analyse the assessment final results become meaningful feedback to students, athletes, or coaches.
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